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A theoretical study on the properties and molecular level structure of the very important green solvent methyl
lactate is carried out in the gas phase and methanol and water solutions, with the solvent treated both explicitly
and as a continuum. Torsional barriers giving rise to different conformers by rotation of the hydroxyl and
methyl groups were analyzed using density functional theory (DFT) to establish the most stable conformer
both in gas phase and solution. DFT computations on lactate dimers were also done to study short-range
features, and the effect of the surrounding solvent on intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding was analyzed
according to the polarizable continuum model approach. We have also studied lactate/water and lactate/
methanol small clusters together with the corresponding binding energies. Moreover, classical molecular
dynamics simulations (MD) were carried out to study medium- and large-range effects at lower computational
cost. MD simulations at different pressure and temperature conditions on pure lactate were carried out, and
mixtures with water and methanol of different compositions were also studied. Structural information, analyzed
through the radial distribution functions, together with dynamic aspects of pure and mixed fluids were
considered. The intramolecular hydrogen bonding ability of methyl lactate together with the possibility of
homo- and hetero-intermolecular association determines the behavior of this molecule in pure fluids or in
mixed.

1. Introduction

Environmental regulations developed in the last few years
all around the world responding to an increasing green sensibility
in society have given rise to the growing and pressing need of
preventing and/or reducing pollution at its source whenever
feasible.1 From an economical viewpoint, this would reduce
related costs such as waste disposal or cleaning procedures2 but
also would decrease the associated risks of handling and
manufacturing toxic, hazardous, and polluting materials. This
is a great technological and scientific challenge3 from a chemical
viewpoint, requiring that chemistry and chemical engineering
move toward a so-called green framework, giving rise to the
development of new tools, chemical products, and/or processes,
with pollution prevention as the central objective, establishing
sustainable technologies, but also without losing efficiency or
quality in the developed products, to minimize the environmental
impact without stifling scientific progress. This green chemistry
approach requires the use of innovative solutions to many real
life or industrial problems but also requires a deep and wide
knowledge of all the products and processes involved from the
basis, to develop the most adequate solutions considering very
different aspects, not only from a purely chemical viewpoint
but also considering other viewpoints in the whole cycle of the
chemical product such as human and environmental toxicology
or biodegradability. One of the ubiquitous problems in almost
any chemical process is the need for solvents, as most of the
chemistry happens in solution. Solvents are used in a multiton
scale, and in fact, one of the 12 principles proposed to develop
a new paradigm in green chemistry requires the use of safer
solvents.1 These solvents used in the industry have very different
characteristics and chemical natures, although most of them have
an organic nature, but many of them produce severe effects on

the environment not only at a local scale but also at a global
one, considering that many of them are volatile organic
compounds with strong atmospheric effects. Several approaches
have been proposed to circumvent this problem;4 the first and
obvious one is to develop solvent-free processes. Although
several applications have been developed within this frame-
work,5 the most realistic option at the moment is to substitute
the highly polluting present solvents by environmentally friendly
new ones together with the development of efforts for recycling
and efficient use of these solvents.

Many different families of green solvents have been proposed
in the last few years;6 two of the most important ones are
supercritical fluids and mainly ionic liquids. Although an
enormous effort is being developed in the scientific community
to study the properties and applications of these two alternative
groups of solvents, other useful alternatives are also possible
mainly arising from bio-derived sources. The lactate ester
family is a group of compounds that are nontoxic and highly
and readily biodegradable,7 with excellent solvent properties that
could replace toxic and environmentally unfriendly compounds.8

Lactate esters may be obtained from carbohydrate feedstock,
and the recent development of new purification processes based
on selective membranes9 has decreased their price remarkably,
making technically and economically viable the use of lactate
solvents for a wide range of industrial and consumer uses,
replacing environment-damaging solvents including many vola-
tile organic compounds and ozone depleting fluids.10

To develop efficient products and/or processes, the selection
of adequate solvents is a key step in any process design. Thus,
the replacement of a solvent by a new one requires the
knowledge of its properties in the fluid state.11 A useful approach
to characterize any fluid is through the available molecular
simulation tools that provide not only detailed information about
the molecular level features but also allow the prediction of* Corresponding author. E-mail: sapar@ubu.es.
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macroscopic thermophysical properties, considering that the
accurate experimental determination is difficult and economical
and time-consuming, and then developing structure-property
relationships.

The simplest member of the lactate ester family is methyl
lactate, ML (Figure 1). It was studied in this work as a model
to analyze the main features that determine the structure of this
type of solvent in the liquid phase together with its intra- and
intermolecular hydrogen bonding ability. As the S- enantiomer
is the prevailing one, in this study, all the computations were
performed for this isomer. Lactate esters are commonly
produced by esterification of lactic acid with the corresponding
alcohol, and thus, they are obtained in a mixture together with
water and alcohol from which they have to be separated.12 Thus,
it is important to clarify the molecular-level structure of liquid
lactate esters not only in the pure state but also in water and
alcohol (methanol for ML) solutions. Density functional theory
(DFT) computations were carried out in the gas phase and water
and methanol solutions, using a polarizable continuum model
(PCM). Intramolecular hydrogen bonding was established, and
different conformations together with torsional profiles were
studied. ML dimers and different ML+ water or+ methanol
complexes were studied, and the interaction energies were
computed. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
also carried out using an all-atom force field to include a larger
number of molecules to study short- and long-range effects at
a lower computational cost.

2. Computational Methods

2.1. DFT Computations.DFT calculations were carried out
with the Gaussian 03 package,13 using the Becke gradient
corrected exchange functional14 and the Lee-Yang-Parr cor-
relation functional15 with the three parameter (B3LYP)16 method.
To describe electrons far and near to the nuclei, it is important
to use large and flexible basis sets; here, 6-311++g** was used.
Atomic charges cannot unambiguously be determined because
they are not experimentally available; thus, a large number of
methods has been proposed. In this work, they were calculated
to fit the electrostatic potential (ESP)17 according to the Merz-
Singh-Kollman (MK)18ascheme, and the fitting procedure was
also constrained to reproduce the overall molecular dipole
moment. Charges calculated using the MK scheme show a small
dependence on the computational method and basis set
employed,18b and thus, they are considered to be clearly superior
to Mulliken Charges. The MK method applied using large basis
sets and correlated methods as was done in this work leads to
practically the same results as other ESP based charges such as
ChelpG or Resp.18b,c These MK charges were used for MD
simulations; ML is expected to be more polarized in solution
than in the gas phase due to many interactions and thus Hartree-
Fock (HF) derived charges, which used to be larger than B3LYP
ones, probably were more suitable for liquid MD purposes. The

basis set effect used to be larger than the HF or B3LYP effect;
thus, we have decided for homogeneity purposes to use charges
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++g** level, which is a high
theoretical level. The use of B3LYP derived charges is a
common procedure in the literature that gives rise to reliable
MD simulations.18d-f Solution calculations for monomers and
complexes were carried out using the self-consistent reaction
field approach (SCRF) with the solvent treated as a continuum
using the integral equation formalism of the PCM approach
(IEF-PCM).19 The cavity in which the solute is placed in the
IEF-PCM approach was built using the united atom model in
all cases, and a value of 1.2 was used to scale all the radii and
70 tesserae to divide the spherical surfaces. All reported
structures, conformers, and complexes were optimized in the
gas phase, and then they were re-optimized inside the PCM
cavity using the gas phase optimized ones as initial guesses.
Vibrational frequencies were calculated at the same theoretical
level of geometry optimizations, and the minimum energy
geometries were determined to be true minima by the absence
of imaginary frequencies in the calculated vibrational spectrum.
Torsional barriers were calculated through relaxed scanning of
the potential energy surfaces at 10° intervals; in this scanning
procedure for each change of the corresponding torsional angle,
the structure was fully optimized for the remaining degrees of
freedom. The energy of the complexes was calculated as the
difference among the complex and monomer energies with the
basis set superposition error (BSSE) corrected according to the
counterpoise procedure.20

2.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations.Classical molecular
dynamics simulations were carried out using the TINKER
molecular modeling package.21 All simulations were performed
in the NPT ensemble; the Nose´-Hoover method22 was used to
control the temperature and pressure of the simulation system.
The motion equations were solved using the Verlet Leapfrog
integration algorithm.23 Long-range electrostatic interactions
were treated with the smooth particle mesh Ewald method.24

The simulated systems consisted of cubic boxes with 250 total
molecules to which periodic boundary conditions were applied
in the three directions to simulate an infinite system. The initial
liquid box sizes were established according to the experimental
densities when available, whereas for mixtures, ideality was
supposed. The simulations were performed using a cutoff radius
of L/2 Å for the nonbonded interactions,L being the initial box
side. Initial boxes generated using the PACKMOL program25

were minimized according to the MINIMIZE program in the
TINKER package to a 0.01 kcal mol-1 Å-1 rms gradient, and
then several heating and quenching steps in the NVT ensemble
up to 500 K were performed, after which a 100 ps NVT
equilibration molecular dynamics simulation was run at the
studied temperature; finally, from the output NVT simulation
configuration, a run of 500 ps (time step 1 fs) in the NPT
ensemble at the studied pressure and temperature was run, from
which the first 100 ps was used to ensure equilibration (checked
through constant energy) and the remaining 400 ps for data
collection. ML was described according to the so-called
optimized potential for liquid simulations (all-atom version)
OPLS-AA.26 This model has been applied successfully to
compute liquid state properties for different systems.27 MK
charges obtained through the B3LYP/6-311++g** calculations
were used in the simulations. Methanol was also simulated
according to the OPLS-AA forcefield, with charges obtained
from Jorgensen et al.,26 whereas water was studied according
to the simple point charge model (SPC),28 which performs
reasonably well in reproducing the structural and thermodynamic

Figure 1. Optimized gas phase structure of ML1 computed at the
B3LYP/6-311++g** theoretical level. Atom color code: gray)
carbon, white) hydrogen, and red) oxygen.
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properties and the dynamics of water.29 In spite of the simplicity
of the SPC water model, it has been applied in this work together
with the B3LYP/6-311++g** MK derived charges for ML.
This theoretical approach for ML is more complex than the one
used for water, but it has been applied successfully for other
complex systems in the literature.29e

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. DFT Computations. The study carried out at the
B3LYP/6-311++g** theoretical level allows us to infer infor-
mation about the ML monomer structure but also allows us to
analyze the energy and stability of the ML complexes formed
by auto- or heteroassociation through hydrogen bonding, either
in the gas phase or in the water and methanol solutions. This
DFT study allows us to analyze short-range effects in a highly
accurate fashion.

3.1.1. ML Monomer. As mentioned previously, the S optical
isomer of ML prevails, and thus, this is the enantiomer
considered in this work. The relative position of the hydrogen
pertaining to the hydroxyl group relative to the oxygens in the
ester group determines the ability of intramolecular hydrogen
bonding formation but also which ester oxygen, carbonyl or
alkoxy, in the vicinity of the hydroxyl group contributes to the
relative stability of the different conformers. Thus, four different
main conformers are possible, ML1-ML4, that may be obtained
through the rotation of different dihedrals,φ1-φ4 (Figure 2).
Conformers ML1 and ML2 allow the formation of intramo-
lecular hydrogen bonding with the carbonyl and alkoxy oxygens,
respectively, whereas for ML3 and ML4, intramolecular hy-
drogen bonding is not possible. The order of stability is ML1
> ML2 > ML3 > ML4 (except for the gas phase in which
ML4 has a slightly lower energy than ML3). If we compare
the energies obtained for ML3 and ML4, in which hydrogen
bonding is absent (the energy differences among both conform-
ers is produced by the relative position of the ester oxygens
and the hydroxyl group), we may conclude that more stable
structures are obtained with the carbonyl group eclipsing the
hydroxyl group, except for the gas phase in which the alkoxy

oxygen eclipsing the hydroxyl group is slightly favored (0.21
kcal mol-1); however, the energy difference among both
conformers is very small (0.72 and 0.71 kcal mol-1 in water
and methanol solutions, respectively). ML1 is the most stable
conformer both in the gas phase and in the water and methanol
solutions, and the hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen in
ML1 is clearly stronger than the one with the alkoxy oxygen in
ML2 in the gas phase (5.19 kcal mol-1 for ML1 and 3.17 kcal
mol-1 for ML2), but in the water and methanol solutions, the
strength of the hydrogen bonding is slightly greater in ML2
(1.22-1.28 kcal mol-1 for ML2 and 1.06-1.18 kcal mol-1 for
ML1 in water and methanol, respectively). ML1 shows a slightly
lower energy than ML2 because of the aforementioned stability
factor obtained by the carbonyl oxygen eclipsing the hydroxyl
group. Thus, the energy differences among the conformers
decreases remarkably on going from gas to water or methanol
solutions with the strength of the hydrogen bonding decreasing
both for ML1 and for ML2. This is confirmed by the longer
distance among the hydrogen and oxygen in both conformers
that should weaken the hydrogen bonding. This is produced
because in the gas phase, the dihedral angles (9-5-7-8) and
(7-5-9-10), which show the position of the hydroxyl hydro-
gen relative to the carbonyl oxygen and the eclipsing position
of the hydroxyl and oxygen in the ester groups, move from
values close to zero in the gas phase to a clearly out-of-plane
position (Table S1, Supporting Information), thus weakening
the hydrogen bond. These gas phase results are in agreement
with literature computations developed at different theoretical
levels,30,31but no previous PCM studies could be found to allow
for a comparison. Considering the relative energies of the four
conformers reported in Figure 2, the populations can be
calculated considering a Boltzmann distribution at 298.15 K;
thus, (95.5, 4.5, 0.0, and 0.0%) in the gas phase, (62.3, 24.2,
10.4, and 3.1%) in IEF-PCM water, and (65.1, 23.3, 8.9, and
2.7%) in IEF-PCM methanol for ML1-ML4 are obtained.
These populations show that although in the gas phase ML1 is
predominant and ML3-ML4 are almost absent, in the water
and methanol solutions, the populations of conformers without

Figure 2. Optimized gas phase structures of the four most stable conformers of ML (ML1-ML4) computed at the B3LYP/6-311++g** theoretical
level. Atom color code as in Figure 1.∆E is the energy relative to the conformer with lower energy (ML1).∆E and hydrogen bonding distances
reported for gas phase (black), IEF-PCM water (blue), and IEF-PCM methanol (red) solutions. Scanned dihedral angles: (a)φ1 (7-5-9-10)
(ML1 to ML2), (b) φ2 (8-7-5-9) (ML1 to ML3), (c) φ3 (7-5-9-10) (ML3 to ML4), and (d)φ4 (8-7-5-9) (ML2 to ML4). Atom numbering
as in Figure 1.
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the ability of forming intramolecular hydrogen bonding increase,
showing the effect of competing intermolecular hydrogen
bonding with the surrounding water/methanol medium that
weakens the intramolecular interaction in spite of the fact that
in the PCM approach the solvent molecules are not treated
explicitly.

Potential energy scans for several important dihedrals are
reported in Figures 3 and 4. Rotation around the (7-5-9-10)
dihedral allows the conversion from ML1 to ML2. This
conversion evolves in the gas phase through a transition state
of high energy (Figure 3a); thus, this barrier cannot be surpassed
at ambient temperature conditions. This rotational barrier is
decreased on going from the gas to water/methanol solutions
and also the transition states are different; however, the torsional
profiles are almost the same for water and methanol solutions,
and transition states are stabilized by the surrounding solvent.
The rotation around the (8-7-5-9) dihedral to evolve from
ML1 to ML3 shows the strength of the (O)H-O(dC) intramo-
lecular bonding (Figure 3b), and a great barrier is obtained with
the energy of the transition states decreased to almost one-third
on going to solutions; thus, remarkable populations of the ML3
conformer may be present in solution because of the competing
intermolecular hydrogen bonding with water/methanol mol-
ecules. Evolution from ML2 to ML4 goes though a lower

barrier, pointing to the weaker character of the hydrogen bond
with the alkoxy oxygen. As for ML1, in solution, a certain
number of molecules could evolve to the ML4 conformer
through the low transition states reported (Figure 3d). The
interconversion of the ML3-ML4 conformers was studied only
in the gas phase (Figure 3c) because in the water/methanol
solutions, ML3 evolves during the potential energy scanning
procedure to ML1 instead of ML4. Low barriers are obtained,
and thus, although the configuration in which OH and CO are
eclipsed is preferred, it could evolve to ML4 at ambient
temperature. We can also observe in Figure 3c a fifth conformer
in the gas phase in which the methyl and carbonyl oxygen are
eclipsed with energy only slightly greater than ML3. The
absence of intramolecular bonding ability gives rise to an almost
free rotation on going from ML3 to ML4. Thus, although the
gas phase results point to a clearly prevailing ML1 configura-
tion,31-33 results in solution show that (i) intramolecular
hydrogen bonds are weakened and (ii) remarkable populations
of remaining isomers appear as a consequence of the weakening
that increases the conformational flexibility of the molecule.

Torsional profiles for the rotation of the two methyl groups
were also calculated for the ML1 conformer (Figure 4).
Although for both groups the conformations at 60° are clearly
favored, for the ester methyl group, the rotation evolves through

Figure 3. Relaxed potential energy scans computed at B3LYP/6-311++g** theoretical level for ML in gas phase (black), IEF-PCM water (blue),
and IEF-PCM methanol (red) solutions. Scanned dihedral angles as in Figure 2.∆E is the energy relative to the conformer with lower energy for
each scan (ML1 for panels a and b, ML4 for panel c, and ML2 for panel d). Newman projections plotted along the 5-9 bond for panels a and c
and 7-5 for panels b and d.
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a low energy transition state that is almost unaffected by the
surrounding media, and thus, free rotation is allowed for this
group, whereas for the terminal methyl group, a remarkable
barrier is obtained. This remarkable barrier can be related to
the intramolecular interaction among the oxygen in the hydroxyl
group and the hydrogen in the neighbor methyl group, and with
a negligible effect of the surrounding solvent, this fact would
have an effect on the solvation of this methyl group.

The electrostatic potentials for some conformers are reported
in Figure 5. For conformers forming intramolecular hydrogen
bonding, remarkable changes arise on going from the gas phase
to solutions in the hydroxyl-carbonyl moieties; for the con-
formers without that ability, very small changes appear in those
groups. For ML1, two separate zones of negative electrostatic
potential around the hydroxyl and carbonyl oxygen appear in
the gas phase, but in the water/methanol solutions, the movement
of the hydroxylic hydrogen out of the plane gives rise to a
continuous negative zone overlapping the hydroxyl and carbonyl

groups; thus, intermolecular hydrogen bonding with the sur-
rounding water/methanol molecules can be established in that
position weakening the intramolecular hydrogen bonding. For
ML3, as for ML4, the most remarkable changes appear in the
positive zone close to the hydroxylic hydrogen that is reinforced
in solutions. The calculated dipole moments are reported in
Table 1. The order is always ML3> ML1 > ML2 > ML4,
and these dipole moments increase on going to the water/
methanol solutions (except for ML2, which decreases slightly

Figure 4. Computed relaxed potential energy scan for the reported dihedral angles in ML1 at the B3LYP/6-311++g** theoretical level. Atom
color code as in Figure 1. Gas phase (black), IEF-PCM water (blue), and IEF-PCM methanol (red).∆E is the energy relative to the conformer
with lower energy for each scan.

Figure 5. ML1 and ML3 electrostatic potential mapped on an electronic density surface isovalue of 0.0005 au calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++g**
theoretical level in the gas phase and water and methanol (IEF-PCM) solutions. Atom color code as in Figure 1. Color scale for electrostatic
potential: negative) red and positive) blue.

TABLE 1: Dipole Moments (µ/D) of ML Conformers
Calculated at B3LYP/6-311++g** Theoretical Level in Gas
Phase and Water and Methanol Solutions (IEF-PCM)

gas water methanol µwater-µgas µmethanol-µgas

ML1 3.129 3.402 3.362 0.273 0.233
ML2 2.533 2.549 2.483 0.016 -0.050
ML3 3.410 4.839 4.777 1.429 1.367
ML4 1.908 2.102 2.067 0.194 0.159
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in methanol) with the stronger effects on ML1 and ML3. This
is clearly related to the increasing negative zones in ML1 and
the positive ones in ML3 in the solutions.

The use of the SCRF method allows for the calculation of
solvation free energies,∆GSOL, of ML conformers in the water/
methanol solutions. According to this well-known methodology,
∆GSOL can be split into electrostatic and nonelectrostatic
contributions

where the nonelectrostatic term includes cavity, dispersion, and
repulsion contributions

The electrostatic contribution arises from the interaction
between the solute charge distribution and the polarized solvent
electric field (reaction field). The cavity term is the work needed
to build the cavity in which the solute molecules are placed,
the dispersion contribution arises from the London attractive
forces, and the usually small repulsive term comes from the
quantum exchange-repulsive interaction among the solute and
the surrounding solvent. Table 2 summarizes the free energies
of solvation together with the changes in energy when passing
from the gas phase to the water/methanol solutions. The four
conformers decrease in energy in solution in the order ML3>
ML4 > ML2 > ML1, indicating a very favorable interaction
with the surrounding solvents conferring a great stability to the
molecules. Conformers ML3 and ML4 are remarkably more
stabilized in water/methanol solutions than ML1 or ML2, and
this is produced because in these last conformers, a competition
among intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding is estab-
lished. Thus, the interaction with the surrounding solvent is less
effective than in ML3/ML4 for which the hydroxyl and carbonyl
groups are free to establish intermolecular hydrogen bonds with
the water/methanol solvents. The solvation energies reported
in Table 2 show efficient solvation for the four conformers in
the same order of∆E; the larger the∆E, the better the solvation.
However, ML conformers are remarkably better solvated in
methanol than in water solutions, as is shown by the almost

double values of solvation free energies. This is in contrast to
the almost equal values of∆E for both solvents, and this fact
arises from the lower values of the nonelectrostatic contributions
to the total free energies of solvation that are almost half in the
methanol solutions because of the larger cavitation energies in
the water than in the methanol solutions. Considering the
remarkable efficient solvation of the four conformers in the

Figure 6. B3LYP/6-311++g** computed IR and VCD spectra of ML1 in (black) gas phase, (blue) IEF-PCM water, and (red) IEF-PCM methanol
solutions. Harmonic wavenumbers scaled with a factor 0.96.

∆GSOL ) ∆GELEC + ∆GNONELEC (1)

∆GNONELEC ) ∆GCAV + ∆GDIS + ∆GREP (2)

TABLE 2: Changes of Energy (∆E ) Esolution - Egas), Free
Energies of Solvation (∆Gsol), and Electrostatic (∆Gelec) and
Nonelectrostatic (∆Gnonelec) Contributions to the ∆Gsol
Calculated at B3LYP/6-311++g** Theoretical Level in
Water and Methanol Solutions (IEF-PCM) for ML
Conformersa

∆E ∆Gelec ∆Gnon- elec ∆Gsol

ML1 -8.71 -10.17 8.82 -1.35
-8.22 -9.63 4.64 -4.99

ML2 -9.96 -11.26 8.68 -2.58
-9.42 -10.73 4.54 -6.19

ML3 -12.84 -13.39 8.67 -4.72
-12.23 -12.75 4.52 -8.23

ML4 -11.90 -12.38 8.72 -3.66
-11.31 -11.78 4.56 -7.22

a All energies in kcal mol-1. Values in bold correspond to methanol
solutions.

Figure 7. Highest binding energy ML dimers calculated at the B3LYP/
6-311++g** theoretical level in the gas phase (black), water (blue),
and methanol (red) (IEF-PCM) solutions. Atom color code as in Figure
1. Distances in angstroms, counterpoise corrected binding energies (∆E)
in kcal mol-1. Dihedral angles reported (D) correspond toD(8-7-
5-9) with ML numbering as in Figure 1.
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water and methanol solutions, the population ratios of the four
conformers will change in the solutions, and significant quanti-
ties of ML2 but also of the ML3-ML4 conformers, without
ability of intramolecular hydrogen bonding, will arise. Thus,

the competing intra--/intermolecular hydrogen bonding will
increase the molecular flexibility of ML.

Infrared (IR) and vibrational circular dicroism (VCD) spectra
were also calculated for ML1 in the gas phase and the water/
methanol solutions. In Figure 6, results for the mid-IR, CH,
and OH stretching regions are reported. Results in the gas phase
are in agreement with literature experimental data and with
values calculated at different theoretical levels.30,31Comparison
with experimental gas phase spectra show that ML1 is the
prevailing conformer in the gas phase, but remarkable changes
in the ML1 spectra appear on going to solutions mainly in the
OH- stretching region. A red shift in the IR and VCD spectra
for the OH stretching region may be observed in Figure 6c, a
clear sign of the weakening in the intramolecular hydrogen
bonding, but also a change from the negative VCD in the gas
phase to a positive one in the water/methanol solutions. This
fact arises from the remarkable changes arising in the OH bond
environment in solution. The hydroxyl hydrogen is placed out-
of-plane in the water/methanol solutions, and then a positive
feature appears in the VCD spectra. Hence, although several
spectroscopic experimental30-33 studies have been reported in
the literature on the ML gas phase structure, those studied should
be extended with caution when solution behavior is considered
because of the remarkable changes that arise.

3.1.2. ML Clusters. The nature of short-range interactions
is analyzed by the study of geometrical and energetical
properties of several complexes established by self-association
among ML molecules and by heteroassociation with water/
methanol molecules. First, ML clusters were analyzed exploring
different initial configurations. Experimental and theoretical
studies have shown that up to tetrameric cyclic clusters are
possible in the gas phase for ML through cooperative OH-OH
bonding.32-34 Considering that it is very difficult for these highly
organized clusters to persist in water/methanol solutions because
of the competition with hydrogen bonding with solvent mol-
ecules, we have studied only ML dimers. Dimers may be formed
through carbonyl-hydroxyl interactions, giving arise to cyclic

Figure 8. Highest binding energy ML1+ (three water or three
methanol) complexes calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++g** theoretical
level in the gas phase and water and methanol (IEF-PCM) solutions.
Atom color code as in Figure 1. Distances in angstroms, counterpoise
corrected binding energies (∆E) in kcal mol-1. Dihedral angles reported
(D) correspond to D(8-7-5-9) with ML numbering as in Figure 1.

Figure 9. Site-site radial distribution functions,g(r), for ML calculated from molecular dynamics simulations. (s) 298 K, 0.1 MPa; (---) 373 K,
0.1 MPa; (s, blue) 298 K, 50 MPa; and (---, blue) 373 K, 50 MPa. Atom numbering as in Figure 1. In some panels,g(r) values at 50 MPa are
omitted because they are almost equal to those at 0.1 MPa.
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8-ring clusters in which intramolecular hydrogen bonds disap-
pear or through hydroxyl-hydroxyl heteroassociation in which
the hydroxyl group of a molecule is inserted into the intramo-
lecular hydrogen bond of a second molecule, allowing a certain
degree of intramolecular hydrogen bonding.32 Previous results32

have shown that in the gas phase, the 8-ring clusters are slightly
more stable (∼1.2 kcal mol-1), but results reported in this work
for the water/methanol solution show that in solution, the dimers
formed by OH-OH interactions are the most favorable ones
(Figure 7). The stability of the dimers decreases on going to
water/methanol solutions; thus, a strong effect of the surrounding
solvent on the ML self-association is also established, and hence,
in solution, not only the intramolecular hydrogen bonds are
weakened but also the intermolecular bonds among ML
molecules because of the competition with the heteroassociation
with the surrounding water/methanol molecules.

ML + (water or methanol) clusters were also studied to
analyze the way in which these molecules form heteroassocia-
tions with ML, that is to say, through addition or insertion

complexes.35 No experimental or theoretical data have been
found for ML/water, clusters but a study35 on ML/methanol
clusters has shown that for a one ML/one methanol cluster,
insertion of an alcohol molecule within the ML intermolecular
hydrogen bond is clearly favored. To analyze the solvation of
ML by water/methanol molecules, clusters involving three
solvent molecules in the three ML available sites were studied
in this work in the gas phase and in water or methanol solutions
(Figure 8). The results shows that one ML/three water/methanol
complexes are very stable in the gas phase as is shown by the
high binding energies. Water complexes show lower binding
energies than methanol ones, but the stability of these complexes
decreases remarkably on going to water/methanol solutions.
Whereas for water complexes the addition complexes are
preferred for methanol ones, insertion in the OH-O(dC) bond
is preferred, as the intramolecular ML hydrogen bond is
weakened for both solutions. For water complexes, a simulta-
neous interaction in the three sites of ML is possible, but for
methanol in solution, the interaction with the alkoxy oxygen is
very weak.

Hence, a very complex behavior of ML in solution may be
expected from the short-range studies carried out at the DFT
level, as several relevant conclusions may be inferred: (i)
intramolecular hydrogen bonding in ML is strongly weakened
in solution; (ii) self-association among ML molecules is also
weakened in solution, nevertheless OH-OH interactions are
favored; and (iii) interaction with methanol molecules is more
favorable than with water ones, and the interaction with both
molecules is weak in both solutions. Thus, a very delicate
balance among intramolecular and intermolecular, homo and
hetero, hydrogen bonding will determine the ML solution
structure.

3.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations.The study of medi-
um- and long-range effects on the ML solution structure is
carried out through classical molecular dynamics simulations.
The properties of pure ML were studied as a function of pressure
and temperature together with ML/water and ML/methanol
binary mixtures at 298 K and 0.1 MPa as a function of
composition. Finally, an equimolar ML/water/methanol ternary
mixture was analyzed to study the whole solvation behavior of
this system when the three considered molecules were present
simultaneously.

3.2.1. Pure ML. As mentioned previously, the interaction
among ML molecules could be established in three different
ways: (i) OH-O(dC), 8-10; (ii) OH-OH, 8-7; and (iii)
OH-O (alkoxy), 8-11. Although the DFT study has shown
that interaction 8-7 is preferred, we are going to analyze this
fact through molecular dynamics. Simulations of pure ML were
carried out at 298 K, 0.1 MPa and 373 K, 0.1 MPa to study the
temperature effect on ML structure and properties and at 298
K, 50 MPa and 373 K, 50 MPa to analyze the pressure effect.
In Figure 9, we report radial distribution functions, RDFs, for

Figure 10. Time evolution of the selected dihedral angles,D, in ML
for the last 100 ps of the molecular dynamics simulations at the reported
temperatures and pressures. Atom numbering as in Figure 1.

Figure 11. Mean square displacement, msd, for ML obtained from
molecular dynamics simulations at different temperatures and pressures.
Colors as in Figure 9.

TABLE 3: Properties of ML Computed from Molecular
Dynamics Simulationsa

T (K) - P (MPa) F (g cm-3) Eint (kcal mol-1) c (MPa) 109 D (m2 s-1)

298- 0.1 1.1029 -15.77 699.56 0.18
1.0898b

1.0873c

298- 50 1.1229 -16.18 730.10 0.09
373- 0.1 1.0230 -13.56 557.75 0.87
373- 50 1.0532 -14.03 594.47 0.56

a Density,F; intermolecular energy,Eint; cohesive energy density,c
(calculated asc ) (-Eint/Vm)); and diffusion coefficient,D (calculated
from msd).b Reference 36.c Reference 37.
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several important pairs. An analysis of RDFs for 8-10, 8-7,
and 8-11 pairs show that hydrogen bonding through the alkoxy
oxygen is not produced, whereas remarkable hydrogen bonding
through hydroxyl-hydroxyl and hydroxyl-carbonyl bonds is
clearly present. The maxima in RDFs for 8-7 and 8-10 pairs
appear at the same distance, 1.95 Å, but it is slightly stronger
for the 8-10 interaction (2.84 for 8-10 and 1.83 for 8-7, at
298 K and 0.1 MPa), showing a slightly greater preference for
the interaction through the carbonyl position, although hydrogen
bonding in both positions will be present in the fluid. As the
temperature increases, hydrogen bonding is weakened, both for
8-10 and 8-7 interactions, and a small shoulder appeared in
the RDFs at short distances. The temperature effect on the 8-10
interaction is slightly lower than for the 8-7 pair (8-10
decreases by 33.8% and 8-7 by 39.3% on going from 298 to
373 K); thus, the 8-7 interaction is slightly weaker than the
8-10 one. The pressure effect on both interactions is very small,
almost negligible for the 8-10 pair up to 50 MPa. A more

detailed analysis of RDFs for the 8-7 interaction shows the
presence of small features at distances longer than the first sharp
maxima, with a small peak at 3.55 Å, that are absent for the
8-10 pair; thus, for the hydroxyl-hydroxyl interactions,
successive solvation shells are possible and provide a more
cooperative bonding.

Another interesting fact to study is the methyl groups’
arrangement in solution, to study the feasibility of apolar
domains in the fluid. The RDFs for pairs involving both methyl
groups are reported in Figure 9. The homo and hetero methyl
pairs reported show remarkable maxima at 4.05 Å, slightly more
intense for the 12-12 pair and for the hetero 1-12 pair. These
RDFs point to the existence of an apolar domain within the
ML liquid, probably permeating the structure arising from the
hydrogen bonding interaction. This apolar aggregation is
weakened as the temperature rises, because of the increasing
molecular mobility, and reinforced with increasing pressure.

Another important feature to analyze is the prevailing ML
conformation in solution. The results reported in the DFT section
showed a clear preference for the ML1 conformer in the gas

Figure 12. Site-site radial distribution functions,g(r), for ML + water mixtures calculated from molecular dynamics simulations at different
concentrations at 298 K and 0.1 MPa. (s) ML at infinite dilution (xML ) 0.004); (blue)xML ) 0.25; (red)xML ) 0.50; and (green)xML ) 0.75.xML

) ML mol fraction. Atom numbering as in Figure 1; Ow and Hw are water oxygen and water hydrogen, respectively.

Figure 13. Mean square displacement, msd, and diffusion coefficient,
D, for ML + water mixtures obtained from molecular dynamics
simulations at 298 K and 0.1 MPa for different ML mol fractions,xML.
Color as in Figure 12. (s) Pure SPC water. In inside plot: (b) D values
obtained from calculated msd and (s) trend line.

TABLE 4: Properties of ML + (Water or Methanol) and
ML + Water + Methanol Mixtures for Different ML Mol
Fractions, xML , Computed from Molecular Dynamics
Simulations at 298 K and 0.1 MPaa

xML F (g cm-3) Eint (kcal mol-1) c (MPa) 109 D (m2 s-1)

ML + water
0 0.9899 -10.44 2404.77 3.88
0.004 0.9914 -10.47 2367.84 3.40
0.250 1.0686 -11.88 1344.23 0.82
0.500 1.0910 -13.20 987.20 0.36
0.750 1.0997 -14.51 808.74 0.29

ML + methanol
0 0.7780 -8.01 846.22 2.71
0.004 0.7811 -8.04 844.40 2.50
0.250 0.9260 -9.92 768.76 1.33
0.500 1.0128 -11.91 741.83 0.64
0.750 1.0670 -13.84 718.08 0.30

0.333 ML+ 0.333 water+ 0.333 methanol
1.0126 -11.46 944.62 0.96

a Density,F; intermolecular energy,Eint; cohesive energy density,c
(calculated ASC) (-Eint/Vm)); and diffusion coefficient,D (calculated
from msd).
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phase that decreases on going to the water/methanol solution,
but no results were reported for the effect on going to the ML
solution. In Figure 10, the time evolution of the two important
dihedral angles for the last 100 ps of the simulations is reported
for different temperatures and pressures, and the results show
how in solution the (7-5-9-10) dihedral angle is around 60°,
with very mild temperature and pressure effects, whereas the
(8-7-5-9) angle is close to zero. Thus, the hydroxyl group is
not in plane with the carbonyl group, but the hydroxyl hydrogen
is pointing toward the carbonyl group; hence, although the
intermolecular hydrogen bonding is weakened, it is also possible
to establish this interaction, giving rise to an intermediate
situation among the aforementioned DFT results for the gas
phase and water/methanol solution. A deformed ML1 conformed
seems to be the prevailing one in lactate solutions.

To confirm the existence of apolar (formed by methyl
groups)/polar (established through hydrogen bonding networks)
domains, a representative average snapshot of fluid ML is
reported in Figure 1 (Supporting Information). The color code
used distinguishes among the apolar (green) and polar (red)
zones; in this picture, continuous regions of both domains appear
to be permeating each other, giving rise to a highly structured
fluid.

The dynamic properties of liquid ML were also analyzed
according to the time evolution of the mean square displacement
(msd) (Figure 11) and from the diffusion coefficients (Table
3). The diffusion coefficients,D, were calculated according to
Einstein’s relation

where the quantity in brackets, msd, is plotted in Figure 11 for
the first 8 ps of the simulation at the studied temperatures and
pressures. Diffusion coefficients were calculated from the msd
slopes once the linear regime was reached. The msd increases,
and so doesD, with increasing temperature and decreases with
increasing pressure as we may expect. Low diffusion coefficients
are obtained for ML; for instance, it is an order of magnitude
lower than those for pure water, pointing to a fluid highly
structured through hydrogen bonding in which the molecular
mobility is low.

Finally, molecular dynamics simulations were used to predict
several important properties for ML (Table 3). These properties

are frequently required in many stages of process design, in
which an accurate experimental measurement as a function of
pressure and temperature is not always feasible because of
technical, economical, and/or time constraints; thus, theoretical
predictions are very valuable. On the other side, comparison of
predicted properties with experimental ones allows us to test
the accuracy of the molecular model underlying the simulations
and then of the molecular level conclusions inferred from the
simulations. Accurate thermophysical experimental data for ML
are very scarce in the literature, and no data could be found at
high temperatures/high pressures. Density predictions are slightly
greater than the experimental ones (1.2 or 1.4% depending of
the literature source (Table 3)), but deviations are remarkably
low. Intermolecular energies show a fluid with strong intermo-
lecular interactions; thus, although DFT results showed that
intermolecular forces were weakened on going to solution, liquid
ML is a fluid that is highly structured. The cohesive energy
density, c, reported in Table 3 allows the calculation of
Hildebrand solubility parameters (δ ) c1/2), which are very
important for solubility applications and whose determination
as a function of pressure/temperature is very difficult; the
calculatedc values are characteristic of hydrogen bonded fluids.

3.2.2. ML + Water Binary Mixtures. Molecular dynamics
simulations for ML+ water binary mixtures were carried out
at 298 K, 0.1 MPa for 0.004 (high dilution, only ML/water
interactions), 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 ML mol fractions. RDFs for
several selected homo- and heteromolecular pairs are reported
in Figure 12. The interaction among water and ML molecules
could be established through the carbonyl or alkoxy oxygens
and through the hydroxyl group, and the reported RDFs show
that interaction in the alkoxy position, 11-Hw, is not developed
in solution. The interaction in the carbonyl oxygen is slightly
less intense than the one through the hydroxyl group, and the
interaction in both sites is surprisingly reinforced as the ML
concentration increases. This shows that at low ML concentra-
tions, the effect of ML on the water hydrogen bonding network
is very subtle, as is shown by the Ow-Hw RDFs, but when the
ML mol fraction increases, strong interactions with water are
established, which also reinforce the water network. RDFs
reported for 8-Ow, 7-Hw, and 10-Hw pairs show a second sharp
peak whose intensity also increases with ML concentration; thus,
a second solvation shell is developed around ML molecules,
and a detailed analysis of RDFs at longer distances shows a

Figure 14. Density,F, and excess molar volume,VE, for ML + (water or methanol) mixtures for different ML mol fractions,xML. (b,9) Computed
results MD simulations, (---) trend lines from MD simulations, and (s, blue) experimental results from ref 37. Color code: (black) ML+ water
and (blue) ML+ methanol.

D ) 1
6

lim
tf∞

〈∆r(t)2〉 (3)
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third and probably a fourth shell. Hence, water is highly
structured around ML. These water/ML heteroassociations only
slightly decrease the ML/ML interactions, as we may conclude
if the RDFs for the 8-10 and 8-7 pairs in Figures 9 and 12
are compared and if the apolar domain across the fluid, RDFs
for the 12-12 pair, is reinforced with increasing ML concentra-
tion. Thus, when water and ML are mixed, hydrogen bonding
networks of both fluids permeate and reinforce, giving rise to
remarkable heteroassociations more efficient as the ML con-
centration increases.

The dynamic properties for this binary system are reported
in Figure 13 and Table 4. The msd for the first 8 s of the
simulations reported in Figure 13 shows how the addition of
ML to water decreases the molecular mobility of the mixed fluid.
The computed msd for SPC water is also reported as well as
theD value in Table 4 for control purposes, and this value is in
agreement with literature values for this water model.29a The
lower mobility is produced by the heteroassociation effect on
the fluid dynamics by the reinforcement of the hydrogen bonding
mixed networks.

Several computed thermophysical properties for this mixed
fluid are also included in Table 4. The reported properties show
a denser fluid as the ML concentration increases with increasing
interaction energy and decreasing cohesive energy density.
Computed density and derived excess molar volume are reported
in Figure 14, and although no experimental data are available
for this system, the remarkable deviations from ideality are in
agreement with literature negative excess enthalpy data that also
point to strong heteroassociations.38 The computed excess
volume shows a very efficient packing in the mixture, confirm-
ing the permeation of water and ML hydrogen bonding
networks.

3.2.3. ML + Methanol Binary Mixtures. The behavior of
this system is very similar to the one containing water.
Interaction among methanol and ML molecules is established
through the carbonyl oxygen and hydroxyl positions and
discarded for the alkoxy site. The interaction in the hydroxyl
site is very strong even for very low ML concentrations,
comparing RDFs for 8-Ow and 8-Om in Figures 12 and 15.
Although a second maximum also appears in RDFs involving
hydroxyl groups for methanol solutions, it is less intense and

sharp than for water solutions, pointing to worse solvation in
the second and consecutive shells probably because of the bigger
size of the methanol molecules. The interaction among ML
molecules also remains in methanol solutions and is almost
unaffected by ML concentration as it happens for apolar methyl
domains. Methanol molecules are also strongly hydrogen bonded
(see Om-Hm RDFs), but the effect of ML on this interaction is
very small if compared with water solutions; thus, the methanol
structure is not so efficiently reinforced by the presence of ML
molecules. The addition of ML molecules has a remarkable
effect on msd (Figure 16), although this effect is less intense
than in water solutions (compare Figures 13 and 16). For
instance, on going from pure water to a 0.004 ML solution, a
decrease of 12.4% is produced inD, whereas for the same
conditions, only a 7.8% decrease is produced for methanol.
Hence, effective inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonding is
produced in methanol/ML solutions, although this is less intense
than in water solutions.

Figure 15. Site-site radial distribution functions,g(r), for ML + methanol mixtures calculated from molecular dynamics simulations at different
concentrations at 298 K and 0.1 MPa. ML at infinite dilution (xML ) 0.004) (black);xML ) 0.25 (blue);xML ) 0.50 (red); andxML ) 0.75 (green).
xML ) ML mol fraction. Atom numbering as in Figure 1; Om and Hm are methanol oxygen and hydrogen bonded to oxygen, respectively.

Figure 16. Mean square displacement, msd, and diffusion coefficient,
D, for ML + methanol mixtures obtained from molecular dynamics
simulations at 298 K and 0.1 MPa for different ML mol fractions,xML.
Color as in Figure 15. In inside plot: (b) D values obtained from
calculated msd and (s) trend line.
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Computed thermophysical properties for this binary system
are reported in Table 4, and interaction energies and cohesive
energy densities are lower than in water solutions, confirming
the aforementioned weaker interactions. Density values increase
remarkably with ML concentration and are in excellent agree-
ment with experimental values (Figure 14), with greater
deviations in the vicinity of pure ML but always being around
1%. This level of agreement should be considered to be very
good because computations are purely predictive, and none of
the parameters used in the simulations was adjusted to match
any experimental data. Computed excess molar volumes are also
in agreement with experimental ones in a qualitative and
quantitative way, showing the accuracy and reliability of the
molecular model used in the simulations. An excess volume
reflects deviations from ideality, and it is the result of a very
delicate balance of effects arising from geometric and intermo-
lecular force factors that are usually very difficult to describe
accurately from a purely theoretical model. The excess molar
volume is remarkably negative and lower than for water/ML
mixtures because packing in pure methanol is less effective than
in pure water. The permeation of methanol and ML networks
with the new heteroassociations arising among both molecules
produces a very efficient packing as it shown by the compression
upon mixing. Thus, the high nonideality of this system, as that
for ML/water, is correctly captured by the simulations reported.

3.2.4. ML + Water + Methanol Ternary Mixture. To
analyze the effect of the simultaneous presence of the three
studied molecules on the mixed fluid structure, the ternary
mixture 0.333 ML + 0.333 water+ 0.333 methanol was
simulated at 298 K and 0.1 MPa, where the numbers show the
mol fraction of each compound.

RDFs for several selected pairs are reported in Figure 17.
From this figure, we may conclude that the interaction among
ML and water/methanol molecules is established only through
the hydroxyl and carbonyl oxygens of the ester molecule as for
binary systems. RDFs are very similar for both ML sites, either
for water and methanol sites, and thus, ML interacts with both
molecules simultaneously through the carbonyl oxygen and
hydroxyl group. RDFs are slightly more intense for methanol/
ML pairs, and thus, a weak preferential solvation by the alcohol
molecules in the ML solvation spheres is established. Strong

hydrogen bonding is established with both molecules. The
interaction among ML molecules remains in this complex
mixture as RDFs for 8-10 and 8-7, although this is weakened
as compared with pure ML (see Figure 9). There is a slight
preference for the interaction involving hydroxyl and carbonyl
pairs than involving only hydroxyl pairs; RDFs for the 8-10
pair is slightly greater than for 8-7 pair, although hydrogen
bonding is established in both ways. RDFs for methyl groups
show remarkable peaks at 4 Å, pointing to the existence of
apolar domains even in this complex ternary mixture. Finally,
RDFs for homo pairs for water and methanol molecules show
how these molecules continue strongly interacting among them
in this mixture. We should remark on the strong reinforcement
of water interactions deduced from the very large first peak in
Ow-Hw RDF. Water-methanol strong interactions are also
established; thus, in the solvation spheres around ML, a complex
hydrogen bonding network is established in which water-water,
methanol-methanol, and water-methanol are developed at the
same time that both molecules interact remarkably with the ester
molecules.

Thermophysical properties for this ternary mixture are
reported in Table 4. No experimental data are available to carry
out comparisons; however, the high values of intermolecular
energy and cohesive density energy are a consequence of the
strong hydrogen bonding. This is confirmed also by the low
diffusion constant of the mixture closer to that of ML than of
the water/methanol ones.

4. Conclusion

The properties and structure of ML in the gas phase and
water/methanol solutions are analyzed from DFT and molecular
dynamics simulations. In the gas phase conformer, allowing
intramolecular hydrogen bonding among hydroxyl and carbonyl
hydrogen bonding is clearly preferred, but on going to solution,
a greater molecular flexibility is obtained because of the lower
corresponding torsional barriers. Clusters by self-association
among ML molecules are stable in the gas phase, but the binding
energy decreases remarkably in the liquid phase. In ML/water
or methanol binary mixtures, a very complex structure is
obtained in which hydrogen bonding is established among

Figure 17. Site-site radial distribution functions,g(r), for 0.333 ML+ 0.333 water+ 0.333 methanol mixture calculated from molecular dynamics
simulations at 298 K and 0.1 MPa. ML atom numbering as in Figure 1; Ow and Hw) water oxygen and hydrogen and Om and Hm) methanol
oxygen and hydrogen bonded to oxygen.
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molecules of different types, a very effective solvation is
established around ML molecules, and a slightly more effective
solvation occurs in water solutions, and this gives rise to the
reinforcement of the hydrogen bonding networks. In ternary ML/
water/methanol mixtures, a mixed solvation sphere is developed
in which the hydrogen bonding is established among all the
possible sites, and a slightly preferential solvation by methanol
molecules could be deduced. Hence, highly structured fluids
are obtained from the simulations, both for pure ML as well as
for their mixtures with water and methanol, in which complex
hydrogen bonding networks determine the fluid properties.

The predicted thermophysical properties are in excellent
agreement with the available experimental ones that on one hand
validate the results reported in this work and on the other hand
allow the reliable simulation of these properties at other
temperatures/pressures for which no experimental data are
available.

Supporting Information Available: Molecular parameters
for the lower energy conformations of methyl lactate calculated
at the B3LYP/6-311++g** theoretical level in the gas phase
and water and methanol solutions (Table S1) and snapshot of
average liquid structure of ML obtained from molecular
dynamics simulations (Figure 1). This material is available free
of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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